Tissue Doppler imaging and the quantification of myocardial function.
Tissue Doppler imaging (TDI) has recently been introduced in clinical echocardiography. Most widely used are tissue velocity maps, in which the velocity of moving tissue is calculated relative to the transducer from the Doppler shift and displayed as colour-encoded velocity maps in either M-mode or two-dimensional image formats (Doppler velocity mode). This allows detection and quantification of dyssynergic areas of the myocardium. Additionally, the velocities may be studied with pulsed wave-tissue Doppler sampling (PW-TDS) which displays the velocity of a selected myocardial region versus time with high temporal resolution. Less often used, are tissue acceleration maps which display acceleration or velocity change of subsequent frames as different colours (Doppler acceleration mode). These maps may find application in clinical electrophysiology. Another TDI modality is tissue energy imaging, which is based on the integration of the power spectrum of the Doppler signals from the tissue. This technique provides maps of Doppler energy which are represented as colour brightness. Such maps offer potential for the study of myocardial perfusion. TDI modalities have promise to become clinically useful for quantifying myocardial function.